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1. Q. How do I move my company matching contribution out of the Gallagher stock fund? 
 
A. You may transfer your company matching contribution out of the Gallagher stock fund by accessing 

your online account at www.massmutual.com/ajg. 
 

If you have forgotten your user ID or password, or if you need help 
or need to sign up to start saving, select the appropriate hyperlink 
on the login page as shown: 
 
The process to move your company matching contribution out of 
the company stock fund will be the same as the current process 
when moving out of any other fund in the plan: 

1) From the “My Account” heading, select the “Balance 
Transfers” under the “Moving Money Around” section. 

 

 
 

2) Under the “Transfer From” section, select the % you want to move out of the Gallagher stock 
fund. 
 

3) Under the “Transfer To” section, select the investment(s) into which you want to move the 
proceeds and the % that you want to move. [Note: The “Transfer To” % must equal 100%.] 
 

4) Confirm the transaction 
 
 

2. Q. How do I see my company matching contribution? 
 
A. You may see your company matching contribution amount in your online account as follows: 

1) From the “My Account” heading, select the “Statement of Account” link 

 

 
 
2) Select ‘Custom Time Period’ in the Time Period drop down box.  

 

 
 
Define a custom time period with a Beginning Date on or before February 8, and click “Next”. 
 

3) Select the Source Summary tab to view all sources 
 

 

 

http://www.massmutual.com/ajg
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4) The amount listed in the ‘Contributions’ column on the ‘Gallagher Stock Match’ line is your 
company matching contribution for the 2020 plan year.  
 
 

3. Q. How do I transfer part of my account balance into the Gallagher stock fund? 
 
A. You may transfer funds into the company stock fund, subject to plan limits. This type of transaction 
can be accomplished with the Empower (Mass Mutual) customer service team. Please contact the 
Empower Participant Information Center at 800-743-5274. 
 
 

4. Q. How do I take dividends in cash? 
 
A. Dividends are automatically used to increase your balance in the Gallagher stock fund unless you 
submit a specific election to receive dividend payments in cash.  You may elect to receive dividends in 
cash by accessing your online account. 

1) From the “My Account” heading, under the “Taking Money Out” section 

  
 

2) Select “Company Stock” 

 
 

3) Select “Pay my dividends in cash”, and click “Change”.  

 
 
 

5. Q. How do I see the value of my balance in the company stock fund? 
 
A. You may see the details of your balance in the company stock fund, in your online account. The 
process is the same as the current process to view details of any other source: 

1) From the “My Account” heading, select the “Statement of Account” tab 

 

 
 

2) Select a time period and click “Next”. Enter dates for a custom time period or choose a time 
period from the drop-down options.  
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3) Select the Source Summary tab to view your balances for all deferral sources within the time 
period that you selected. 

 
 
 

6. Q. Where do I see my account balance and whether it includes outstanding loans?  
 
A. You may view the details of your account balance and outstanding loans, if any, by accessing your 
account statement in your online account. 

1) From the “My Account” heading, select the “Statement of Account” tab 

 

 
 

2) Select a time period and click “Next”. Enter dates for a custom time period or choose a time 
period from the drop-down options.  

 
 

3) Select the “Loan Summary” tab to view your loan details 
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1. Q:  Will Gallagher’s 401(k) Savings & Thrift Plan continue to offer company matching contributions?   

 
A:  Gallagher’s ability to offer a company matching contribution in the 401(k) Savings & Thrift plan, 
and at what level, will be determined on a yearly basis.  When company matching contributions are 
confirmed, Gallagher will also choose whether to fund such contributions in cash or Gallagher stock.   
 

2. Q:  Will Gallagher offer a company matching contribution on employee deferrals made to the plan 
in 2020?  2021? 

 
A:  Gallagher has committed to providing a company matching contribution for 2020 – the company 
will match 2020 deferrals on a dollar-for-dollar basis, up to 5% of each participant’s eligible 
compensation paid in 2020.  The 2020 company matching contribution will be funded to the plan via 
shares of Gallagher stock between February 8 and February 19. 
 
Information about a 2021 company match will be communicated at a later date, before December 31, 
2021. 
 

3. Q:  Why did Gallagher change the company matching contribution provision in the 401(k) plan? 
 
A:  As the pandemic has proven, companies need flexibility to react to unexpected and uncertain 
financial and economic conditions.  Gallagher is no exception.  Moving to a discretionary match will 
allow the company to address extreme cost pressures in unstable environments, while still preserving 
our 401(k) plan.  
 

4. How does the change to a discretionary company match determination impact eligibility for 
company matching contributions? 
 
A:  The change to a discretionary company match determination has no impact on eligibility for 
company matching contributions.  Under the plan’s eligibility provision, an employee becomes eligible 
for company matching contributions after one year of service.  Once an employee reaches their one-
year anniversary of employment, they will be eligible for any company matching contributions that 
are offered by the company after that date.  
 

5. Does the change to a discretionary company match determination impact the plan’s vesting 
schedule? 

 
A:  The change to a discretionary company match determination has no impact on vesting of company 
matching contributions.  Under the plan’s vesting provision, participants gradually earn full ownership 
of company matching contributions over a five-year period.  Participants become 20% vested after 
one year of service, which means that they have earned irrevocable ownership of 20% of the company 
matching contributions in their account.  Vesting increases an additional 20% each year, until an 
employee attains 100% vesting after five years of service.   
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6. Q: Does Gallagher match pre-tax deferrals?  Roth after-tax deferrals? 
 
A:  Yes, both pre-tax and Roth after-tax deferrals are combined in the calculation when determining 
the amount of company matching contribution that an eligible employee receives.  All company 
matching contributions are made on a pre-tax basis (e.g. they are not taxable income to you when 
placed in your account), even if your own contributions to the plan were Roth after-tax deferrals. 

 

7. Q:  What does it mean to fund the company match via stock?   
 
A:  After Gallagher calculates the company matching contributions due to all eligible employees, 
shares of Gallagher stock will be placed into a new investment fund in the 401(k) plan – a Gallagher 
stock fund.  The total value of those shares will be equal to the total company matching contributions 
owed to all eligible employees in the plan.  After the share transfer is complete, the plan recordkeeper 
will note a deposit in your account, invested in the Gallagher stock fund, which is equal to the amount 
of the company matching contribution owed to you.   
 

8. Q:  After the company match is funded via stock, will I own shares of Gallagher stock in my 401(k) 
Savings & Thrift plan account? 
 
A:  No, you will not own actual shares of Gallagher stock in your 401(k) Savings & Thrift plan account 
when the company match is funded via stock.  Your company matching contribution will be valued in 
dollars, not shares, and it will be deposited into an investment fund within your account that invests 
exclusively in Gallagher stock. 
 

9. Q:  Does the Gallagher stock fund invest in anything else besides Gallagher stock? 
 
A:  The Gallagher stock fund contains only Gallagher stock and a small cash balance – it contains no 
other equity or other investments. 
 

10. Q:  How are investment returns calculated on the Gallagher stock fund? 
 
A:  Each day, the plan’s recordkeeper will evaluate changes in the market price of Gallagher’s stock.  
Your balance in the Gallagher stock fund will increase/decrease in a similar manner, tracking closely 
(but not exactly) to the change in Gallagher’s stock price on the market.  For example, if Gallagher’s 
stock price has increased 2% on any particular trading day, then your balance in the Gallagher stock 
fund will increase by approximately a similar percentage at the end of that same day.  
 

11. Are there fees associated with having my company matching contributions in the Gallagher stock 
fund? 
 
A:  There are no fees for having part of your plan account balance invested in the Gallagher stock fund.   
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12. Q:  Does funding the company match via stock change or reduce the amount of my company 
matching contribution? 
 
A:  Funding the company match via stock does not change the value of your company matching 
contribution; you receive the same matching contribution amount as you would if the match were 
funded in cash.  
 

13. Q:  Is the company matching contribution taxable?   
 
A:  No, the company matching contribution is not considered taxable income when it is deposited into 
your account, even if part or all of your contributions to the plan were deferred on a Roth after-tax 
basis.  Your company matching contribution is not subject to taxation until it is withdrawn as part of 
a plan distribution.  

 
14. Q:  Does funding the company match via stock mean that Gallagher is adding shares to my ESPP or 

setting up a stock account for me at Fidelity? 
 
A: No, all company matching contributions in the 401(k) Savings & Thrift Plan are held in your 
participant account at MassMutual (now known as Empower Retirement), whether they are funded 
via stock or cash.   
 

15. Q:  How are my company matching contributions tracked within my 401(k) Savings & Thrift plan 
account? 
 
A:  Your plan balance is tracked by contribution sources – pre-tax, Roth, and previous company 
matching contributions are three existing contribution sources in the plan.  When company matching 
contributions are funded via stock, they will be tracked in a contribution source called Gallagher Stock 
Match.   
 

16. Q:  What price is the stock purchased at? What valuation do I see when viewing the Gallagher stock 
fund on the website? 
 
A:  The price of shares transferred to the 401(k) plan trust will match the Net Asset Value (NAV) of 
Gallagher’s stock on the day before the shares are transferred.  Neither quantity nor price of shares 
transferred, however, will be visible in your participant account.  Your company matching contribution 
will be valued in dollars and will have a unit price that tracks very closely to the market performance 
of Gallagher’s stock.  
 

17. Q:  Will I receive dividends if my money is invested in the Gallagher stock fund? 
 
A:  If you have a balance in the Gallagher stock fund when Gallagher declares a dividend, you will be 
eligible to receive dividends.  Gallagher will pay dividends to the plan, not to you directly, because the 
plan is the shareholder of record for shares held in the Gallagher stock fund.  Dividends received are 
then allocated by the plan recordkeeper to those participants whose accounts include a balance in 
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the Gallagher stock fund.  Your share of the total dividends received by the plan will be proportionate 
to your share of the overall Gallagher stock fund balance – for example, if your account contains 1% 
of the total Gallagher stock fund balance in the plan, then you will receive 1% of the dividend paid 
each quarter.  
 

18. Q:  Are dividends paid in cash or reinvested in the Gallagher stock fund? 
 
A:  Dividends will be deposited into your account and used to increase your balance in the Gallagher 
stock fund unless you elect to have dividends paid in cash.  You may request cash payment of 
dividends through the participant website.   
 

19. Q:  Can I participate in proxy voting for Gallagher stock? 
 
A:  If you have a balance in the Gallagher stock fund when Gallagher administers proxy voting, you will 
be eligible to participate and cast a vote.  If you choose not to participate in proxy voting, then the 
plan will cast a vote on your behalf.  
 

20. Q:  When can I see the 2020 company matching contribution in my plan account? 
 
A: The 2020 company matching contribution deposit is complete; your company matching 
contribution is visible in your participant account at www.massmutual.com/ajg.   NOTE:  As of the 
date of this communication, your balance in the Gallagher stock fund is equal to your 2020 company 
matching contribution +/- one day of investment returns in the Gallagher stock fund.  To view your 
company matching contribution as determined by the plan’s company matching contribution 
provisions and before investment returns were accrued, go to the My Account tab on the participant 
website and generate a Statement of Account.  
 

21. Q:  When I look at my balance in the Gallagher stock fund, I see something called ‘share units’.  Is 
this the number of stock shares that I own? 
  
A:  No, the unitized value of your balance in the Gallagher stock fund is not an indication of share 
ownership.  As noted in Q10 above, you do not own actual shares of Gallagher stock when you have 
a balance in the Gallagher stock fund; the plan is the owner of shares transferred to fund the company 
match.  The reference to ‘units’ is simply a recordkeeping mechanism; balances are unitized in this 
and other investments in the plan so that MassMutual/Empower can properly record and keep track 
of your balance.   

 

22. Q:  Can I move my company matching contribution out of the Gallagher stock fund?  When?  How? 
  
Once your company matching contribution has been fully posted to your account, you may move 
some or all of your Gallagher stock fund balance to another investment fund at any time (subject to 
the Insider Trading policy guidelines).  Investment fund transfer requests are processed through the 

http://www.massmutual.com/ajg
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plan’s participant website – www.massmutual.com/ajg.  You will not be charged any transaction fees 
for moving your balance(s) among the plan’s investment fund options. 

 

23. Q:  Can I invest more of my account balance in the Gallagher stock fund? 
 

A:  Only the portion of your account balance that is attributable to the Gallagher Stock Match 
contribution source (see Q15 above) can be invested in the Gallagher stock fund; monies attributable 
to pre-tax, Roth, or company matching contributions made in cash cannot be invested in the Gallagher 
stock fund at any time.  If you move company matching contributions out of the Gallagher stock fund, 
you may reinvest those contributions back into the Gallagher stock fund at a later date.  However, be 
aware that the plan limits inbound transfers to the Gallagher stock fund.  You cannot make any 
transfers into the Gallagher stock fund if your Gallagher stock fund balance equals or exceeds 20% of 
your total account balance (and you can only make transfers into the Gallagher stock fund up to the 
20% limit). 
 

24. Q. Where can I get more information and help? 
 
A:  You may contact MassMutual/Empower customer service at 800-743-5274 for assistance with 
accessing and navigating the participant website to view your company matching contribution and to 
manage your investment fund allocations.  
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